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1) Attempt ANY FOUR questions.
2) All questions carry EQUAL marks.
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'A contract of insurance is one in which one person agrees to take risk of
another person's life, limb or property'. Comment and explain the various
views relating to insurance contract.

Q"oM
Insurance is a contract based on 'utmost good faith' and 'insurable interest'.
Explain the two concepts in detail.

Q.] Discuss the rules of Assessment and Nomination under policy of Life
Insurance.

Q.4 What is Insurable Interest? Explain insurable interest in Life Insurance.

Q.5 Explain themeanirig of "Fite"-ll1-aFire Policy -andhighHghfthe--essential
features of Fire Insurance.

Q.6 What is a voyage policy? Does the deviation of a ship from the voyage
contemplated affect the insurer's liability? When is deviation excursed?

Q.7 ' Discuss the compositions duties and power of the Insurance Regulatory and
Development Authority.

Q.8 Write notes on the following:

a) Insurance Against Third Party Risks

b) Mediclaim

* * * * *
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1) Attempt ANY FOUR questions.
2) All questions carry EQUAL marks.

Q.1 'Though the United Nations Charter does not permit war, it has shown the wisdom to
regulate the war if it occurs'. Discuss the concept of humanization of warfare.

Q.2 Explain in detail the rights and duties of Prisoners of War.

~
Q.3 Discuss the role of UN and highlight provisions of various treaties regulating and

controlling nuclear and biological weapons. How far they are effective in todays
context?

Q.4 Highlight the role of Red Cross Society in implementation of humanitarian law.

Q.5 Discuss the international problem of 'Refugees' and 'Displaced Persons'. What are
the rights and duties of refugees?

Q.6 Discuss the role of UN Relief and Rehabilitation programme for the protection of
refugees.

Q.7 Discuss Repatriation and Resettlement as a strategies to combat refugee problem .
.'Explain with some illustrations.

Q.8 Write notes on:

a) UNHCR and India

b) . Civilians in times of war

* * **
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Answer ANY FOUR questions.
All questions carry EQUAL marks .

. ....._-._-- ..

. 1 "Corporations are viewed as powerful instruments for development ofacountry". ..
Highlight the significance of corporate finance and discuss its scope in the light of
constitutional provisions relating to Corporate Finance.

"Debt Finance is an inevitable portion of Corporate Finance". Discuss the
provisions related to creation of charge explaining in detail floating charge and
fixed charge .

. 3 State briefly the provisions of law relating to Equity Finance with reference to issue
and allotment of shares.

Q. 4 Critically evaluate the legal provisions of law which help to conserve corporate
..... finance withspecialreference to managerial remuneration, payment of commissions

and brokerage and payment of dividends. .

Q.5 Discuss the need for creditor protection and explain in detail the various provisions
of law which provide protection to creditors.

Q.6 "Corporate Finance being significant element of business needs to be regulated".
Discuss the role played by various administrative authorities in regulating Corporate
Finance.

Q. 7 "Protecting investors helps in providing a proper flow of finance for corporations".
Discuss with reference to various rights available to shareholders, which help them
protect their interest.

Q.8 Write short notes on ANY TWO of the following:

a) Buy Back of Shares

h) Deposits and Acceptance

c) Institutional Investments

d) Dematerialization of Securities
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1) Attempt ANY FOUR questions.
2) All questions carry EQUAL marks.

Elucidate the development of Science, Technology and human Rights along with the
impact of science on law and justice delivery system.

Write a critical essay on Right to Human Health and impact of development in
medical sciences.

Elucidate various Trends of Euthanasia in different countries.

India has been emerged as a surrogacy hub for couples and the increased number of
incidents reported on unethical practices. Elaborate.

Write an essay on Invitro fertilization in India.

Write a critique on the impact of Information Technology on human rights.

Write a critique on impact of scientific and technological progress on various human
rights.

Write notes on:

a) Artificial insemination

b) Induced abortion

* * **
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Attempt ANY FOUR questions.
All questions carry EQUAL marks.

I .1 "Diagnostic evaluation is of great use in making the teaching and learning more
effective". Discuss the quality and effective skills of teaching.

Q.2 "Inquiry based learning starts by posing questions, problems or scenarios rather than
simply presenting established facts or portraying a smooth path of knowledge".
Explain.

.3 Discuss the concept and principles of 'advance pedagogy' with recent pedagogical
trends : blended learning, flipped classroom.

Define 'Communication'. Discuss the importance of Devid Berlo 's SMCR model of
communication.

Q. 5 "ICTs greatly facilitate the acquisition and absorption of knowledge, offering
developing countries unprecedented opportunities to enhance educational systems,
improve policy formulation and execution and widen's the range of opportunities".
Comment and discuss the challenges and barriers to integration ofICT in Indian class
rooms.

Q.6 Define 'Web-based Learning'. Explain several software tools used in Web-based
learning in the context of teaching and learning process.

Q. 7 ... Discuss the concept of 'digital library' and highlight the important software's which
are used in legal research .

. 8 Write short notes on ANY TWO of the following:

a) Inter-active stages of teaching.

b) Collaborative learning.

c) Online communication tools.
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1) All questions are COMPULSORY.
2) Figures to the right indicate FULL marks.

Write an overview of Computer Hardware and personal computers.
(12)

OR

Explain the configuration and application of CPU, input devices, output
devices. storage devices and communication devices.

(12)
Write a note on "programming languages".

OR

Critically analyze the concept of e- commerce and business models of e-

commerce.
".-.- .•..... . .....- .

(12)
Explain and discuss how to sorting and indexing data.

OR

Discuss searching records, designing queries and reports and linking of data

files .

.4 Explain what is E-litigation and challenges in front of lawyers, litigants and (12)

judges regarding E-litigation.

··Q5

OR

Critically analyze concept of plagiarism.

(12)

Write a various types of computer systems.

OR

Write a note oni) Internet Technologies and access devices

ii) E- judgments

* :I< >I< *
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1) Attempt ANY FOUR questions.
2) Ail questions carry EQUAL marks.

The development in information technology poses serious problems and challenges.
The rapid changes made by science and technology will have to be reflected in law to
rneke !t meaningful and realistic in the modern era.

,., ',' 1f' t .'" h 1 I' d i f d 1 .' ,. II...-n!'.ca;l), ev.nua erlg';:iL '_0 inman Ilea th an ns Impact 0 eve opments 111meorca

sciences.
~',: ..

HUI118n experimentation treats human volunteers as Guinea Pigs and subjects them to

torture; they are also paid for risk to their lives. Comment.

The women in India always had to undergo inhuman treatment in name of sati, child
marriage, female foeticide and she was degraded in the society in some or the other
way. uven today she is exploited under a modem name called as outsourced
motherhood. Substantiate your view point with a proper solution to the problem.

The right to life signifies merely a zoological existence waiting for the ultimate end
for those people who are suffering from a deadly incurable disease. There are
demands 'for terminaring their life at their own request; why not allow mercy killing
than to leave them as untouchables. Comment.

Evaluate the genetic mechanism by which sex is determined.

Invitro fertilization and Artificial Insemination had helped those who wished for right

of parenthood but, at the same time it brought forth certain issues of ethics and

claims. Evaluate.

Write short notes on:

a) Right to privacy

b) Organ transplantation

.* * * *
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1) Attempt any FOUR questions.
2) All questions carry EQUAL marks.

'A contract of insurance is a contrast of indemnity". Evaluate the above
statement giving suitable examples.

'Perils at sea are covered under the marine insurance contract". Explain the
features of marine insurance with specific reference to perils at sea.

"No vehicle can come on the road without having insurance cover". Explain with
reference to comprehensive and third party insurance.

After the insurance sector was opened for foreign investment the IRDA was
established to regulate it". Explain the structure and powers ofIRDA

Discuss in detail the role, powers and functions of Motor Accident Tribunal.

What is fire insurance contract? Give the characteristics of fire insurance
contract.

Elaborate the provisions of law relating to proposal and policy in Life Insurance

Write short note:
a) Agricultural Insurance
b) Double Insurance

* **

1
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1) Attempt ANY FOUR questions.
2) All questions carry EQUAL marks .

.1 International Humanitarian Law is that part of the Law of armed conflict, which
concentrates upon protection of the victims of conflict. Elucidate the origin and
development of Humanitarian Law .

.2 There is international humanitarian law to protect armed forces in the field, at sea.
The law is there to protect ship wrecked. Critically examine the law to find the
problems in its content and implementation.

Q.8 Write short notes on:

a) Protection under National Laws

b) Strategies to combat refugee problem

The International Red Cross plays a vital role in the development and implementation
of humanitarian law. Discuss with reference to Sri Lanka and Romania conflict.

Chemical and nuclear weapons are lethal. It is necessary to control those weapons.
There is international humanitarian law to do that. Critically examine such law and
suggest reforms.

Elucidate the role ofUNHCR in protection and promotion of human rights of refugee.

Critically evaluate the important provision relating to treatment of prisoners of war
enumerated in the Geneva Convention on Prisoners of war, 1949.

Critically examine the law to protect cultural properties of civilians and prisoners of
war during warfare.

* * * *
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1) Attempt ANY FOUR questions.
2) All questions carry EQUAL marks.

Discuss the role of Public Financing Institutions such as IDBI, ICICl, IFC and SFC

for raising corporate funds.

Evaluate the role of SEBI, RBI and ROC in administrative regulation of Corporate

Finance.

Discuss law relating of transfer and transmission of shares. Also explain how it

provides protection to investors.

Explain the need for protection of creditors and enumerate the provisions which help

in fulfilling this need.

Discuss how corporate finance is conserved by regulating payment of dividends,

managerial remuneration, commission and brokerages.

What is charge? Explain: in detail fixed and floating charge.

Discuss the objectives of corporate finance, profit maximization and wealth

maximization.

Write short notes on:

a) Dematerialization of shares

b) ADRandGDR

* *


